Student Taskstream Learning Achievement Tools (LAT) Login Instructions

Through the Blackboard-LAT Integration, student accounts are automatically created using the login information for Blackboard. There is no need to create a separate LAT account.

**NOTE:** If you have issues logging into LAT or uploading assignment documents, please visit the LAT for Students Resource page before contacting your instructor or the COE Planning and Assessment Office for help. This page will provide you with solutions to the majority of issues you may encounter and provide information on who to contact for each issue.

1) To initialize your LAT account, click on the Taskstream LAT Assignment link in your Blackboard course. Your instructor may have named the link slightly differently.

![LAT Assignment Link](image)

Use this link to submit the specified assignments to LAT.

2) LAT will use your login information in Blackboard to automatically create your student account and log you into your course LAT dashboard.

**NOTE:** The first time you log into LAT you will be asked to accept the Taskstream User Agreement.
3) After you accept at the bottom of the page, you should seamlessly be taken to the list of assignments for your course that you need to upload in LAT. While your assignment list will be different than the one shown here, the format should look similar.

If any of your Taskstream assignments are missing, please contact your instructor or the Taskstream Coordinator at your Institution.

SAS Sandbox Testing

**Internship Sandbox: Dispositions**
*Status: N/A (Evaluation Only)*

SAS Sandbox Testing

**Internship Sandbox: Internship Summative Observation**
*Status: Evaluated*

SAS Sandbox Testing

**Internship Sandbox: Internship I Class Profile**
*Status: Work Not Started*

SAS Sandbox Testing

**Internship Sandbox: Impact on Student Learning I**
*Status: Work Not Started*

SAS Sandbox Testing

**Internship Sandbox: ELAR MH Lesson Plan**
*Status: Work Not Started*

4) Assessments, such as the COE Professional Dispositions do not require you to upload any assignment documentation and are noted as Evaluation Only. These are assessments that your instructor will complete at the end of the semester.

**Internship Sandbox: Dispositions**
*Status: N/A (Evaluation Only)*
5) You will receive the following error message at the top of your Blackboard course shell if your course has no assignments set up in LAT. Please inform your instructor of the error message.

![Error Message](image)

6) If you have issues logging into LAT or uploading assignment documents, please visit the LAT for Students Resource page before contacting your instructor or the COE Planning and Assessment Office for help. This page will provide you with solutions to the majority of issues you may encounter and provide information on who to contact for each issue.